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EXPERIENCE A
NEW DIMENSION
OF COMFORT
Evolution means building on existing strengths, which is just what we did with our
Premium Chair EVO. The new, upgraded version offers even more ride comfort
and safety. Simply EVOlution.

PREMIUM
DESIGN & QUALITY
Our Premium Chair EVO impresses not only with the proven seating comfort, but also with its
simple elegance. Its premium materials, like genuine leather, are just as impressive as the
discerning design. It turns a standard chairlift ride into a premium class experience.

HEATED SEATS
Now, your guests never need to worry about low temperatures
thanks to the heatable seats. Separate heating elements for every
seat not only guarantee high reliability and availability, they also
greatly simplify maintenance.

COMFORT UPHOLSTERY
The synthetic leather version also lets each and every passenger
experience real seating comfort. Used successfully for years in
numerous installations, the comfort variant has not only proven
itself, it even sets the standard for modern chairlifts.

GENEROUS EXIT OPENING
Our new exit opening allows even particularly large guests
to board and deboard safely. As a result, there is no longer
a risk of passengers banging their heads.

MORE HEADROOM
Vision has always been important to LEITNER. That is why it is clear that our Premium Chair EVO
offers an unimpeded panorama view even when the bubble is closed. The bubble’s unique curve
ensures that your guests never feel cramped, and can enjoy every minute of the journey.

MORE COMFORT AT THE SIDES
The redesigned side walls are made of shock-absorbing
material. That provides additional comfort for the passengers
and a visual upgrade of the new Premium Chair EVO.

TECHNOLOGY &
INNOVATION
TIME-SAVING MAINTENANCE
Simply remove the 3 bolts to open the newly designed side panel. Doing
so provides the maintenance staff quick access to the mechanism inside.
This development reduces maintenance time and thus simplifies service.

SIMPLE MAINTENANCE
We have made maintaining the Premium Chair EVO easier than ever before
with the redesigned openings behind the backrest cushions. Quick and
simple – keeping your maintenance cycles short.

We believe that technology is successful when passengers can’t even notice it. The optimized chair suspension
technology prevents both high- and low-frequency vibrations getting through to the passengers. That results in an
extremely comfortable and silent ride experience combined with outstanding smoothness.

BUBBLES

BIKE TRANSPORT
A bikes transport set is available for chairs without weather protection bubbles and can be fitted quickly and easily. The bikes mount is
attached to the back of the chair. This means the vehicle is perfectly
balanced and does not swing to the side.

PREMIUM
UPHOLSTERY

COMFORT
UPHOLSTERY

BIKE TRANSPORT SET

MORE CUSTOMIZATION
Today, an individual look is no longer a luxury, we have come to expect it. To achieve this, our Premium Chair EVO
is available in three different bubble colorways, either galvanized or black powder-coated chair frames, and
not least different safety bars and cushioning types, which can be customized further by embroidering your
logo into the seat.
That means you can choose the design to match your corporate image perfectly – enhancing the skiers’ overall
experience.

SAFETY BAR
WITHOUT FOOTRESTS

SAFETY BAR WITH
INDIVIDUAL FOOTRESTS
SAFETY BAR WITH
STANDARD FOOTRESTS

HIGHLIGHTS

BUBBLES

PREMIUM DESIGN & QUALITY
High-quality materials
Leather combined with seat heating

4.349 mm

MORE SPACE
Clear panoramic view
Generous exit opening
Shock-absorbing side walls

TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
3.549 mm

Optimized suspension
Comfortable and silent ride experience

PREMIUM
UPHOLSTERY

Optimum quietness
COMFORT
UPHOLSTERY

MORE CUSTOMIZATION
Bubble in various colors
Different cushioning types
2.524 mm

BIKE TRANSPORT SET

COLORS SYNTHETIC LEATHER
RAL 9011 GRAPHITE BLACK

RAL 9010 PURE WHITE

RAL 5002 ULTRAMARINE BLUE

PANTONE PROCESS BLUE C

RAL 6029 MINT GREEN

PANTONE REFLEX BLUE C

RAL 3020 TRAFFIC RED
RAL 1023 TRAFFIC YELLOW
RAL 2011 DEEP ORANGE
RAL 7038 AGATE GREY
RAL 7040 WINDOW GREY

COLORS GENUINE LEATHER
RAL 1003 SIGNAL YELLOW

RAL7021 BLACK GREY

MORE CUSTOMIZATION

RAL 3020 TRAFFIC RED

RAL 7015 SLATE GREY

RAL 5002 ULTRAMARINE BLUE

RAL 9010 PURE WHITE

RAL 5005 SIGNAL BLUE

RAL 9011 GRAPHITE BLACK

Today, an individual look is no longer a luxury, we have come to expect it. To achieve this, our Premium Chair EVO
is available in three different bubble colorways, either galvanized or black powder-coated chair frames, and
not least different safety bars and cushioning types, which can be customized further by embroidering your
logo into the seat.
That means you can choose the design to match your corporate image perfectly – enhancing the skiers’ overall
experience.

RAL 5010 GENTIAN BLUE
RAL 6029 MINT GREEN
SAFETY BAR
WITHOUT FOOTRESTS

SAFETY BAR WITH
INDIVIDUAL FOOTRESTS

RAL 7010 TARPAULIN GREY
RAL 7016 ANTHRACITE GREY

SAFETY BAR WITH
STANDARD FOOTRESTS
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